SJS Middle School Supply List 2021-2022
Purchase for collection by homeroom teacher (to be used by all academic teachers and shared with enrichment teachers as needed.) We will send out a replenish list in December for the second semester.

Students to Purchase for Homeroom:
- Kleenex- 1 Large box
- Paper towels- 1 roll
- Clorox/Lysol Wipes- 1 canister
- Alcohol wipes- 1 canister/package
- BOYS- Multi-Colored Dry erase markers- 1 package of 4
- BOYS- Black pens- 1 package of 10-12
- BOYS- Plastic Spoons
- GIRLS- Plastic Forks
- GIRLS- 1-12 count package of pencils
- GIRLS- Thick Markers- 1 package
- Red Pens- 2
- Lined paper- 1 package
- Copy paper- 4 reams white
- Glue sticks- 1
- 3-5 Fine Pt. Black Sharpies (for Art Class)
- 1-12 count CRAYOLA watercolors (for Art Class)
- Artist sketch pad or drawing book (for Art Class)

Purchase for student's personal supplies:
- Earbuds ONLY (not headphones) - Tech requirement
- TI-34 Multi-view calculator
- Ruler (6-inch, with centimeter measurements)
- Protractor
- Heavy-duty expanding accordion file system ~13in X 10in (See “Five Star” expandable zipper folder)
- Composition books (NO SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS) - 10 (color-coding helpful: 2 LangArts-green, 2 Math-red, 2 Science-yellow, 2 Social Studies-blue, 1 Spanish-orange, 1 Religion-purple)
- Black pens (start with one pack but replenish throughout year)
- Red pens (start with one pack but replenish throughout year)
- Pencils (start with one pack but replenish throughout year)
- Highlighters - 2
- Glue sticks - 2
- Scissors
- Colored pencils
- Zipper pencil pouch (No boxes or tubs!)
- Half-inch-thick three-ring binder (for vocabulary)
- Planner of your choice for the 2020-2021 school year
- LARGE Stretchy book covers for ALL textbooks- 4 (color-coding helpful: LangArts-green, Math-red, Social Studies-blue, Spanish-orange) - ALL TEXTBOOKS MUST BE COVERED!
- 1 roll of CLEAR Contact paper- ***Please keep at home for covering science textbook, religion workbook, novels, etc
- Locker shelf (recommended not required)